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Brief

Create comprehensive
clinical documentation
using your voice.
A mobile application with robust functionality
that maximizes clinician productivity.

High quality patient care is the goal of every healthcare facility. And medical
documentation is at the heart of it all. It has to be thorough, accurate and
timely. In the ambulatory environment, increased patient loads, EHR
limitations and regulatory requirements compound the demands of the
physician and negatively impact documentation. How can physicians
complete documentation quickly while medical facilities meet operational
goals that enhance patient care?
Speech. It’s the fastest way to communicate. So why not leverage the
power of voice when creating documentation? Even better, use a mobile
application, and you have efficiency and convenience combined in one easyto-use documentation solution. Dictation created with a powerful mobile
application integrates seamlessly into a clinician’s existing process and
workflow. Physicians can record detailed narrative information and create
comprehensive patient records from any location at any time, whether it’s
between appointments or after hours.
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Clinic 360 Mobile allows medical
providers with iOS or Android
devices to manage their documentation from anywhere using a Wi-Fi
network or cellular data connection.
Clinicians using Clinic 360 Mobile
save time, increase report accuracy
and improve document turnaround
times. Furthermore, online app
store and market installation
minimizes demand on IT resources.

Customized settings to optimize
workflow.
Individual users can customize
application settings to mirror their
current workflow and provide easy
access to the most-used features.
Clinicians can view preferred
document templates and create
an unlimited number of dictation
templates that guide content and
only require dictating exceptions.

Easy documentation creation.
Clinicians can leverage the touchbased interfaces of smartphones
and tablets to efficiently create
dictations. Clinicians select from a
list of common work types, identify
patients, control recording and
upload completed dictations with
a touch of a finger. The intuitive
interface requires minimal clinician
training.

Safe, secure distribution.
Transcribed content is easily
reviewed, edited, signed and
integrated into the electronic health
record (EHR). With over 1,600
interfaces for hundreds of different
EHRs, transcription content can
automatically be placed in a
specified format and location as
a narrative report or structured
document. Documentation can
also be automatically forwarded to
referring physicians or routed for
auto-faxing or printing.

Authorized users are presented with
an up-to-date appointment schedule that serves as a convenient work
list and tracks their daily documentation. Tapping on an appointment
initiates the dictation process and
automatically associates key patient
data with the dictation.
A library of document and dictation
templates prompts necessary
data and speeds documentation
while patient demographics and
historical documentation can be
reviewed while dictating. Unlike
dedicated mobile dictation devices
that require docking stations and
introduce upload delays, the voice
file is automatically and securely
transferred for transcription at
completion.
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Clinic 360 Mobile is a safe, secure
and HIPAA-compliant application
that complements EHR use by
simplifying the documentation task
and supporting thorough, high
quality documentation that powers
physician productivity and improved
patient care.

Key features
––Designed for the ambulatory
environment.
––Real-time schedule serves as the
daily work list.
––System-generated templates
streamline document creation.
––Historical patient information can be
reviewed while dictating.
––Simplified edit and approval process
decreases turnaround times.
––Authentication automatically triggers
distribution to print, fax or populate
the EHR.
Key benefits
––Increases clinician convenience and
satisfaction.
––Enhances clinician productivity.
––Improves documentation
turnaround time and accuracy.
––Bolsters high-quality dictation
capture.
––Reduces documentation-related
costs.
––Enables comprehensive
documentation.
––Supports EHR adoption with
sophisticated integration.

To learn more about how
Nuance can help you improve
financial performance, raise the
quality of care, and increase
clinician satisfaction, please contact
us at 1-877-805-5902 or visit
nuance.com/healthcare.
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